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The prayer for the dead is considered as ------------prayer.

precautionary arbiterary compensatory obligatory

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If the prayer is performed intentionally in the wrong direction, the prayer  is -----------.

invalid compensatory valid lawful

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is ------------to carry any ritually impure substance into a mosque.

commendable forbidden necessary exerted

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The adan and Iqama must be ------------in Arabic with a correct pronunciation.

contracted mentioned recited told

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Doubt after completing the SaLam is --------------.

necessary invalid legal valid

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When one inadvertantly says something in prayer which is not part of the prayer ----------

for error is performed.

prostration salam iqama tashahhud

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ---------prayer is a prayer which is performed in compensation for a prayer which has

not been performed during its proper time.

precautionary Ayat obligatory compensatory

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The prayer -leader must know the ------------of purity for prayer.

prostration precepts penalties laws

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The .......................................... prayer is obligatory when there  is some unusual events

,such as eclipse of the sun or the moon ,an earthquake,or severe thunder and lightening.

Id Qda Nazr Ayat

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

------------is the second pillar of the Islamic system  of worship.

Hajj Abstaining Fasting Zakat

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Fasting means abstaining from food ,drinks,sexual pleasure and some other things from

dawn to dusk."Abstaining" means--------------.

avioding boring ordering carrying

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A fasting person should persist in his ----------------for the whole day.

intention verification participation pronunciation

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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IF one is ------------to eat or eats and drinks a little involuntarily or due to forgetfulness ,his

fast will remain valid.

precauted obligated compelled taken

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When one deliberately breaks his fast he is subject to the -------------.

struggle indulgence engagement penalty

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Before paying Kums on the profits ,the businessman should ----------his commercial

expenses.

include deduct arrive count

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Zakah is an obligatory ---------due on certain quantities of specified item such as 

gold,camels,cows,etc.

worship community meals tax

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

---------means any wealth acquired by means not permitted in the shari a ,or any wealth

whose real owner is someone else. 

Incivilized Invalidated Unheaven Unlawful

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Participation in the annual ---------to Mecca is obligatory on every Muslim once in his life

time as long as he fulfils its  conditions.

Pilgrimage shrine ritual sanction

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Not knowing the rule does not provide exemption.  "exemption" means------------.
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19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The precaution prayer can be performed either in the sitting or the standing

position."precaution" means-----------.
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20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When one sits when one ought to have stood prostration for error is to be performed. "

prostration" means----------.
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21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When an  infallible Imam is not in occultation,The Friday prayer and the two Id prayers are

obligatory ,and must be performed in congregation." Infallible" means------------.
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22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The prayer -leader must stand in front of a part of the front row of the congregation , only

by a small distannce. " congregation" means--------------.
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23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When the compensatory prayer has been performed the deceased person will be

considered free of his or her obligation.' Deceased" means--------------.

#���� ��/+( 01�� �23�'(

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is necessary that two sermons should be delivered before the commencement of the

Friday prayer, but within its time. "sermon" means-------------.
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25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One who wants to observe a fast must refrain from the  mentioned things with the solemn

intention of fasting for God' s sake. 'refrain " means------------.
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26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A  Fast becomes void,  if one immerses the head into water. "void" means-------------. 
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27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Those who become unusually thirsty and can not bear thirst or hunger are exempt from

fasting but should pay the expiation for each fast." expiation" means----------------.
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28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Quran has emphasized that one can not hope to gain spiritual perfection and the pleasure

of God unless one expands one 's wealth for needy and for religion. Emphasize"

means-----------.
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29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

According to Islam all wealth and sovereignty belong to God. " sovereignty"

means---------------.
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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